Dataset for deposit. Check any funder data sharing requirements before going any further.

Can your data be publically shared?
- Yes
  - Make an open deposit into Zenodo, Figshare, GitHub or the College Data Repository. A DOI will be minted for your dataset on deposit.

  - No, it's sensitive
    - Anonymise your data and/or create a subset.
    - Make an embargoed or restricted deposit to Zenodo or the UKDS. If including a correspondence address use a group email or rdm-enquiries@imperial.ac.uk.

Could it be shared under any circumstances?
- No
  - Make a closed deposit to Zenodo, the UKDS, or contact Imperial ICT.

- Yes, with restrictions
  - An anonymised subset could be shared.
  - Make an embargoed or restricted deposit to Zenodo or the UKDS. If including a correspondence address use a group email or rdm-enquiries@imperial.ac.uk.

Enter metadata about your deposit into Symplectic.

For support contact rdm-enquiries@imperial.ac.uk.